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Designed for Sales  
& Service Teams

Drives your  
call process

Pocketsales is a suite of apps specifically 

designed for field sales and service teams. 

It is built on the world’s most popular CRM 

platform, Salesforce1, and features  

intelligent call planning, offline working  

and access to realtime reports. The suite 

drives insight in to reps hands, enabling them 

to make the best decisions and become more 

efficient and effective.

Reps can start a call in seconds with each 

step of the call customisable to your needs. 

For Consumer Goods companies product 

distribution details are easily recorded such 

as sales volume, position and share of shelf. 

Surveys can be completed to gain competitive 

insight, orders can be captured and notes can 

be added for future visits.



No connection?  
No problem!

We built a dedicated app that is a joy to use, 

whether you have internet connectivity or not. 

Our syncronisation mechanism means reps 

can take the cloud with them so the app works 

whenever and wherever they do. When the 

rep has connectivity again the app seamlessly 

uploads their latest calls back to the  

Salesforce1 cloud.



Plan calls  
intelligently

Whether call plans are prescribed or your  

reps use their judgment we can help.  

Pocketsales allows reps to intuitively  

and efficiently plan their daily activity.  

Reps can mine their organisation’s rich data 

visually on maps, schedule calls on-the-go,  

and plan the best route to take - it even factors 

in traffic so they always know they’re taking 

the quickest route.



Award  
Winning

Contact  
information

We think Pocketsales is great,  

but you don’t need to take our word for it – 

Salesforce.com gave it the:

For more information on how  

Deloitte Digital can help transform the way 

your sales and services teams work, e-mail  

pocketsales@deloitte.co.uk
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Available now for iOS  
and coming soon for Android @DeloitteDIGI_UK



Specifically designed 
for field sales  

and service teams.


